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Heesen
Yachts

My Secret
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In 2011, Heesen Yachts delivered
six yachts, ranging in size from
37 to 55 metres. The year 2012 has
proven to be even more fruitful for the Dutch
builder of semi-custom yachts ranging from
37 to 65 metres. Already, five yachts have
been delivered, with the 47-metre My Secret
delivered alongside Galactica Plus in July.
My Secret is a steel-hulled full displacement
yacht, with her interiors designed by the firm
Bannenberg and Rowell. The exteriors were
designed by regular Heesen collaborators
Omega Architects. At half load, My Secret has a
top speed of 15 knots, and with a fuel capacity
of 60,000 litres, she has a range of 4000
nautical miles at 12 knots on twin MTU 8V
4000 M63 engines. My Secret is classed Lloyds
100A1 SSC Yacht LMC. Heesen Yachts has ten
motor yachts on its order book with deliveries
scheduled through 2015.
www.heesenyachts.nl

VSY – Viareggio Superyachts

Stella Maris

In June, VSY-Viareggio Superyachts of Italy
launched their new flagship, the 72-metre Stella
Maris. The yard’s previous two launches, Candyscape II and RoMa,
have garnered plenty of press attention, and it’s likely that this
new yacht will as well. For starters, it has been built in compliance
with Lloyd’s Register Environmental Protection notation, which
includes complete recycling of water, heat from the engines for the
HVAC systems and soot from combustion. On the twin Caterpillar
3516B engines, Stella Maris can be controlled by a single joystick,
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which integrates propulsion and manoeuvring systems. With
naval architecture by Laurent Giles, exterior design by Espen Øino
International and interiors by Michela Reverber, Stella Maris features
staggered internal decks, allowing for 2.7 metres of headroom
onboard. There is a separate owner’s deck, with real houseplants
crossing the decks. Stella Maris also features a single deck devoted to
VIP guests. The owner will take delivery and sail her until the Monaco
Yacht Show, where she will be making her first public appearance.
www.vsy.it

